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Abstract
Wide-angle photometric surveys of previously uncharted sky areas or wavelength regimes will always bring in unexpected sources
– novelties or even anomalies – whose existence and properties cannot be easily predicted from earlier observations. Such objects
can be efficiently located with novelty detection algorithms. Here we present an application of such a method, called one-class
support vector machines (OCSVM), to search for anomalous patterns among sources preselected from the mid-infrared AllWISE
catalogue covering the whole sky. To create a model of expected data we train the algorithm on a set of objects with spectroscopic
identifications from the SDSS DR13 database, present also in AllWISE. The OCSVM method detects as anomalous those sources
whose patterns – WISE photometric measurements in this case – are inconsistent with the model. Among the detected anomalies
we find artefacts, such as objects with spurious photometry due to blending, but more importantly also real sources of genuine
astrophysical interest. Among the latter, OCSVM has identified a sample of heavily reddened AGN/quasar candidates distributed
uniformly over the sky and in a large part absent from other WISE-based AGN catalogues. It also allowed us to find a specific
group of sources of mixed types, mostly stars and compact galaxies. By combining the semi-supervised OCSVM algorithm with
standard classification methods it will be possible to improve the latter by accounting for sources which are not present in the
training sample, but are otherwise well-represented in the target set. Anomaly detection adds flexibility to automated source
separation procedures and helps verify the reliability and representativeness of the training samples. It should be thus considered
as an essential step in supervised classification schemes to ensure completeness and purity of produced catalogues.
Key words. infrared: galaxies – infrared: stars – infrared: quasars – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: statistics – stars:
statistics
1. Introduction
Catalogues of astronomical objects derived from sky surveys
serve as a foundation for any subsequent scientific analysis.
One of their primary uses is to provide information about
statistical properties and spatial distribution of the observed
sources, and to identify rare objects, especially those whose
presence in the dataset is not expected. Regardless of the aim
of the survey, it is important to identify what characteristic
properties each class of objects exhibits. This information is
crucial in order to separate the desired type of sources from
the heap of collected data for further analysis.
The nature of an astronomical object can be determined
most reliably by analysing its electromagnetic spectrum.
However, even the largest spectroscopic surveys undertaken
today, designed to provide detailed information about each
observed object, usually cover just a fraction of all the sources
available for a given instrument. Photometric observations, on
the other hand, are capable of delivering data for many more
sources at a significantly faster rate and lower costs.
For photometric data the traditional tool for object sepa-
ration are colour-colour (CC) and colour-magnitude (CM) di-
agrams, where various types of objects (like stars and galax-
ies) appear in separate areas due to differences in observed
colours (e.g. Walker et al. 1989; Pollo et al. 2010; Jarrett
et al. 2017). Today’s largest photometric datasets, such as
SuperCOSMOS (Hambly et al. 2001), WISE (Wright et al. 2010),
or Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016), contain of the order of
a billion catalogued sources each, which means that even now
the traditional ways of dealing with the resulting catalogues
by direct human inspection are not practicable. These num-
bers are expected to grow by orders of magnitude with future
experiments such as the LSST1 or SKA2, so it is crucial to de-
velop automated methods for source classification in the as-
sociated data products. With the advent of self-learning algo-
rithms, the task of source separation can now be dealt with
much more efficiently and much more reliably, due to the abil-
ity of the algorithm to work in a multidimensional rather than
two-dimensional parameter space (e.g. CC or CM diagrams)
as is usually the case for human analysis.
Machine learning schemes are now widely used to auto-
matically classify astronomical sources. Owing to automated
algorithms, selecting objects of significantly different proper-
ties (compactness, colour, etc.) from sky surveys has become
quite straightforward (Zhang & Zhao 2004; Solarz et al. 2012;
1 www.lsst.org
2 www.skatelescope.org
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Cavuoti et al. 2014; Shi et al. 2015; Heinis et al. 2016). However,
depending on the nature of the survey, we can expect differ-
ent types of objects to appear within the field of view. In sur-
veys covering large areas of the sky and reaching deep enough
to encompass significant amounts of both Galactic and extra-
galactic sources, the source separation is usually complicated.
In such a case restricting the search to just a few basic classes
(e.g. stars, galaxies, and quasars) is not sufficient any more, as
the closer we get to the Galactic plane the more diverse objects
we can expect to find, planetary nebulae, special types of stars
(embedded in envelopes or undergoing catastrophic events),
regions of interstellar matter, etc. Moreover, the wavelength
regime in which observations are made determines what kind
of objects can be expected to appear. For instance, in optical
surveys we will find far fewer dust-rich objects than in infrared
(IR) ones, while hot stars clearly visible in optical and ultravi-
olet bands will fade away at longer wavelengths. On the other
hand, if any unknown objects are present within the data, their
properties should stand out from the crowd of the expected
ones. However, detecting these outliers is not straightforward
as it is not uncommon for rare objects to mimic the appear-
ance of the well-known ones; for instance, a star and a com-
pact galaxy could both be classified as the same source type
based on their angular size only.
In Kurcz et al. (2016) an attempt was made to perform an
automated, supervised source classification of IR sources from
the all-sky survey conducted by the WISE satellite. The train-
ing sample was based on the most secure identifications of
SDSS spectroscopic sources divided into three classes of ex-
pected (normal) objects: stars, galaxies, and quasars. However,
such a standard approach of supervised classification is not
designed to correctly handle objects with patterns absent dur-
ing training, or in other words, anomalous sources. Moreover,
especially in low-resolution surveys like WISE, in areas of high
observed source density such as low Galactic latitudes, mea-
surements are plagued by effects of overcrowding and there-
fore blending of objects. In such cases the measured prop-
erties of objects can display deviant characteristics and cre-
ate further training biases. These issues were partly avoided
in Kurcz et al. (2016) by removing the data from the lowest
Galactic latitudes (|b| < 10◦ and wider by the Galactic bulge)
in order to improve the classification. Nevertheless, both the
catalogue of galaxy candidates and especially of the putative
quasars obtained there exhibited large-scale on-sky variations
resulting from issues with the data themselves, but also – and
maybe more importantly – from imperfections of the classi-
fication approach. One of the goals of the present study is to
examine whether those results could be explained by the exis-
tence of unaccounted for anomalous sources in the WISE data,
and what the prospects are for improving that classification.
By definition, characteristics of the unexpected sources are
not known a priori, rendering the standard multi-class ap-
proach inapplicable. Novelty detection schemes offer a solu-
tion to these problems, and such methods are designed to
recognise cases when a special population of data points dif-
fer in some aspects from the data which are used to train
the machine learning algorithm. It is common to apply these
methods to datasets which contain a large number of ex-
amples representing the ‘normal’ populations, but for which
data describing the ‘anomalous’ populations are insufficient.
In this work objects inconsistent with the training data will
be defined as anomalous, as in principle they should dis-
play novel/outlying properties in the parameter space. In
other words, ‘unknown’ patterns in the target set will manifest
themselves in the form of points deviating from the ‘known’
sources. A comprehensive review of this type of methodolo-
gies developed for machine learning can be found in Hodge
& Austin (2004); Agyemang et al. (2006); and Chandola et al.
(2009). According to Hodge & Austin (2004), a user can ap-
proach the problem of novelty detection in three different
ways. The first is based on unsupervised clustering, where
outliers are detected without any previous knowledge about
the data. The second approach uses supervised classification,
where data have to be prelabelled as normal and unknown.
The third method is a mixture of the first two and is referred
to as semi-supervised recognition, where the algorithm mod-
els the normality of the data, and no knowledge about the true
nature of test data is assumed. In this third approach the ob-
server designs an algorithm to create a model of how normal
data behave based on a large number of representative exam-
ples introduced during training. Next, the algorithm investi-
gates previously unseen patterns by comparing them to the
model of normality and searches for a score of novelty. This
decision threshold is then used to infer whether the data are
behaving in a different manner with respect to the training set
or not.
A wide selection of outlier detection algorithms is cur-
rently available. Some, based on unsupervised approaches like
random forest (Ho 1998), were used by Baron & Poznanski
(2017) to find SDSS galaxies with abnormal spectra. Other
methods, based on semi-supervised graph-based methods
like label propagation and label spreading (described in detail
in Chapelle et al. 2006), were used by Škoda et al. (2016a,b)
to identify artefacts and interesting celestial objects in the
LAMOST survey.
In the present work we use a knowledge-based novelty
detection method designed to create a boundary within the
structure of the training dataset, support vector machines
(SVM, Vapnik 1995), to show the power of anomaly detection
algorithms and discuss how they could improve automatic se-
lection schemes for present and forthcoming surveys covering
large areas of the sky. As a case study, we will search for poten-
tial new source classes in the WISE dataset.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present
the data and the parameter space used by the SVM algorithm;
a description of the one-class SVM algorithm we use can be
found in Sect. 3 where we discuss the steps of anomaly detec-
tion and describe the training process; Sect. 4 contains the re-
sults of the application of those procedures to AllWISE data; a
summary and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
2. Data
In this paper we perform anomaly detection in the Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) data, aiming at improving the
early all-sky classification results of Kurcz et al. (2016) and
at searching for deviant objects with unexpected properties.
Exploration of the publicly available AllWISE catalogue (Cutri
et al. 2013), which contains over 747 million sources with pho-
tometric information, allows us to test the power of basic ar-
tificial intelligence algorithms for anomaly detection in order
to obtain information about special objects contained within
the dataset. Currently AllWISE is the deepest all-sky dataset
available to the public which at the same time provides vast
amounts of data that can be used to test automatic schemes
of classification and detection of novelty.
The WISE telescope (Wright et al. 2010), launched by NASA
in December 2009, has been scanning the whole sky, origi-
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nally in four passbands (W 1, W 2, W 3, and W 4) covering near-
and mid-IR wavelengths centred at 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 23 µm,
respectively. The AllWISE Source Catalogue was produced by
combining the WISE single-exposure images from the WISE
4-Band Cryo, 3-Band Cryo, and NEOWISE Post-Cryo survey
phases (Mainzer et al. 2014). The angular resolution of the fil-
ters is 6.1", 6.4", 6.5", and 12.0", respectively, and the sensitiv-
ity to point sources at the 5σ detection limit is estimated to be
no less than 0.054, 0.071, 0.73, and 5 mJy, which is equivalent
to 16.6, 15.6, 11.3, and 8.0 Vega mag, respectively3.
2.1. Source preselection: WISE × SDSS cross-match
The source preselection and parameter space for the purpose
of this study follows that of Kurcz et al. (2016). Namely, we fo-
cus on reliable measurements only in the W 1 and W 2 chan-
nels to maximise the completeness and uniformity of the sam-
ple. We thus use AllWISE sources which meet the following cri-
teria: profile-fit measurement signal-to-noise ratios w1snr≥ 5
and w2snr ≥ 2; saturated pixel fractions w1sat and w2sat ≤
0.1. To ensure that we do not preserve any severe artefacts we
also apply cc_flags[1,2] 6=′ DPHO′, which excludes sources
with diffraction spikes, persistence, halos, or optical ghosts.
We emphasise that we do not use the W 3 and W 4 channels
for the preselection nor for the SVM analysis; the former band
will only be employed in the verification phase for CC plots.
In the domain of knowledge-based machine learning it is
necessary to create a template for the classification of known
objects. Therefore, the training data should representatively
sample the underlying distribution of target objects within a
given parameter space. In the case of this study, an ideal train-
ing set would be constructed from a subsample of securely
measured WISE sources with well-defined types. However,
since at present such datasets are not available for WISE, to
create the basis for the training process an external dataset
containing sources of interest is needed. For this purpose
we construct the training set by cross-matching the AllWISE
dataset with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al.
2000) DR13 (SDSS Collaboration et al. 2016), which provides
spectroscopic measurements (Bolton et al. 2012). The SDSS
spectroscopic sample includes over 4.4 million sources, where
galaxies comprise 59%, quasars 23%, and stars 18%. The cross-
matching procedure was performed using a 1" matching ra-
dius and resulted in 3 million common sources, of which
galaxies constitute 70%, quasars 12%, and stars 18%. This sam-
ple of AllWISE sources with a counterpart in SDSS DR13 spec-
troscopic will henceforth be referred to as AllWISE×SDSS, and
below we provide details on cuts applied to it before the train-
ing procedure.
2.2. Parameter space
As in Kurcz et al. (2016) where SDSS DR10 was used, the cross-
match between AllWISE and SDSS DR13 practically does not
provide galaxies fainter than Vega W 1 = 16 or W 2 = 16. For
the sake of completeness we thus trim all our catalogues, in-
cluding the target AllWISE, at these limits; the same applies to
any other cuts described below. At the bright end the matched
catalogue contains practically only stars, we thus apply addi-
tional criteria of W 1 > 9.5 and W 2 > 9.5 as otherwise such a
3 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/
allwise/expsup/sec2_3a.html
population of bright stars would be identified as anomalies by
our scheme.
In the earlier related studies by Kurcz et al. (2016) and
Krakowski et al. (2016), where a more classical approach to su-
pervised learning was applied, the SDSS-based training sets
were purified of sources with problematic redshift measure-
ments according to SDSS parameters such as zWarning and
zErr; this was done to avoid type misidentifications which
could have detrimental effects on multi-class source identifi-
cation. In the case of outlier detection schemes the aim is to
search for sources which do not exhibit patterns learned dur-
ing training. As such algorithms are not designed to provide
distinctions between specific classes but rather to show unex-
pected sources, the quality of the redshift measurement is of
little interest here. Even though the SDSS spectroscopic data
themselves may contain anomalous sources, the focus of our
study is to find interesting objects within the infrared WISE
catalogue. Therefore, even if an objects exhibits deviant prop-
erties at optical wavelengths but is otherwise well-detected, it
will still be included in our training sample as a known source.
For that reason we do not apply any data cleaning on the SDSS
spectroscopic database.
As mentioned above, our parameter space was limited to
two out of four available WISE passbands: W 1 and W 2. This
is to ensure as many objects as possible in the final catalogue
as the W 3 and especially the W 4 filters have much lower sen-
sitivities and a much shorter data acquisition period (limited
to the cryogenic phase) which leads to their much lower de-
tection rates than at the shorter wavelengths. The W 3 and W 4
passbands are dominated by upper limits and non-detections
in the WISE database and using them in our study would lead
to losing the majority of objects and introducing severely non-
uniform distribution of the sources, and significant biases in
the photometry.
To ensure the maximum coverage of the parameter space
by known sources, instead of using the W 1 and W 2 mea-
surements separately, we employ the W 1 magnitude and the
W 1−W 2 colour. Even though using flux measurements from
each filter separately is mathematically equivalent to employ-
ing the colours derived from them (e.g. Wolf et al. 2001), us-
age of colours can enhance the spread area within the param-
eter space for the considered objects. Finally, to extend the pa-
rameter space, we also use a concentration parameter defined
as the difference between flux measurements in two circular
apertures in the W 1 passband in radii equal to 5.5" and 11.0"
centred on a source:
w1mag13≡ w1mag_1−w1mag_3 , (1)
used previously by Bilicki et al. (2014, 2016); Kurcz et al. (2016);
and Krakowski et al. (2016). It serves as a proxy for morpholog-
ical information: extended sources will typically have larger
w1mag13 values than point-like ones (see Fig. 1). We empha-
sise that currently the WISE database does not provide any
reliable extended source identifications nor isophotal magni-
tudes, except for a small subset (∼ 500,000) of objects in com-
mon with the 2MASS Extended Source Catalogue and for those
in some of the GAMA fields (Cluver et al. 2014; Jarrett et al.
2017).
To summarize this part, the chosen parameter space has
three dimensions:
1. W 1 magnitude measurement;
2. W 1−W 2 colour;
3. concentration parameter w1mag13.
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Figure1.Distribution of the w1mag13parameter (a proxy for flux con-
centration) for galaxies, stars, and quasars in the cross-match be-
tween AllWISE and SDSS spectroscopic sources. Vertical lines mark
the position of the applied cuts (w1mag13= 0 and w1mag13= 1) which
remove blended sources from the training sample.
All the WISE magnitudes will be given in the Vega system.
2.3. Quality cuts
To purify the data further, we apply two cuts on the concen-
tration parameter. First, we require that w1mag13 ≥ 0 to re-
move objects with measured flux decreasing with increased
aperture, which are most likely artefacts of source extraction
in high-density areas. This cut removes 3,360 sources from the
AllWISE×SDSS training set. In our full WISE dataset, this cut
eliminates about 600,000 sources, the vast majority of which
are located within the Galactic plane and bulge, in Magellanic
Clouds, and in M31; these are regions of severe blending in
WISE, which is a further confirmation of the spurious nature
of these w1mag13<0 objects.
Due to the much lower angular resolution of WISE com-
pared to SDSS (6.1" in the W 1 channel vs. 1.3" in the r band),
two objects appearing in close vicinity of one another can be
well-separated in SDSS, but may be blended in WISE. This
could then lead to high values of the w1mag13 parameter, sug-
gesting an extended source which in fact is a blend. Such ob-
jects would introduce biases during the anomaly detection
process. The distribution of the w1mag13 parameter in our
training set is illustrated in Fig. 1. It peaks at ∼ 0.6 for stars
and quasars, and at ∼ 0.7 for galaxies. Only a small fraction
(2%) of the training sources have w1mag13 > 1, and we exam-
ined a representative sample of such objects by eye, starting
from those with the most extreme values. We have found that
the vast majority of them are indeed blends, and this happens
even if w1mag13 ∼ 1. An example is shown in Fig. 2. Two well-
separated sources in SDSS (a quasar and a star) are blended
in WISE and the 11" aperture centred on the object of interest
gathers a large amount of flux from the second source. Such
objects are not usable for the purposes of source separation
and anomaly detection despite their usually excellent quality
of SDSS measurements. Owing to these considerations, we will
not be using objects with w1mag13 > 1 for training; we then
also have to remove such sources from the target catalogue.
Such a cut removes a considerable number of AllWISE objects.
However, for the purpose of the present analysis, these cuts
Figure2. Example of a quasar with a clean SDSS detection at α =
192.00, δ = 10.17 (lower panel, colour image constructed form u,
g and r fiters) for which the WISE-derived concentration param-
eter (w1mag13 ≡ w1mag_1− w1mag_3 ) is 1.13 because of blending
with a nearby star (upper panel, single-band image with W 1 flux).
Concentric circles mark the aperture in which the w1mag_1 (5.5") and
w1mag_3 (11") magnitudes were measured in WISE.
Table 1. Summary of the training samples of SDSS objects used to
train the OCSVM classifier.
SDSS class Nob j before cuts Nob j after cuts
Galaxy 1 918 469 1 827 211
Star 321 416 298 254
QSO 148 309 141 471
are necessary as the training sample has to reflect the target
sample in terms of parameter ranges. Otherwise target sources
with parameter values differing significantly from the input
ranges would be automatically marked as anomalous.
After all the cuts discussed above, our training sample in-
cludes almost 2.3 million sources, of which 81% are galaxies,
13% are stars and 6% are quasars (see Table 1).
The final AllWISE catalogue that will be used for the nov-
elty detection is composed of 237 million objects; see map in
Fig. 3. The most prominent features are our Galaxy and the
Magellanic Clouds; however, there is lower surface density in
the Bulge, consistent with blending effects in areas of high pro-
jected density4. Also visible are stripes related to WISE instru-
mental issues5.
3. Novelty detection
After the introduction of kernel methods (Vapnik 1995; Shawe-
Taylor & Cristianini 2004), pattern recognition schemes (ridge
regression, e.g. Murphy 2012; Fisher discriminant, e.g. Mika
4 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/
expsup/sec2_2.html
5 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/
allwise/expsup/sec2_2.html#w1sat
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Figure3. Sky distribution of the 237 million AllWISE sources used for
anomaly detection in this study. See text for details of sample prese-
lection.
et al. 1999; principle component analysis, e.g. Schölkopf et al.
1999; spectral clustering, e.g. Langone et al. 2015; etc.) have
gained in popularity in many branches of science where the
amount of data being collected is increasing to the point
where human processing is no longer practicable, which is the
current situation in astronomy. Kernel methods explore lin-
ear and non-linear pair-wise similarity measures. Using non-
linear kernels is equivalent to mapping data from the original
input space onto a higher dimensional feature space where
distinction between patterns can be easier.
This conventional pattern recognition focuses on two or
more classes. In a two-class problem we are dealing with a set
of training examples X = (xi,ωi )|xi ∈ RD , i = 1...N , which con-
tain D-dimensional vectors of D characteristic properties (fea-
tures or observables) for each of the N examples (in astron-
omy: sources). Depending on the class the object belongs to, it
is then given a certain label ω = {−1,1}. Next, out of the train-
ing dataset a function h(x) is constructed to estimate which
label should be assigned to a new input vector x’: ω= h(x′|X ):
h(x′|X) :RD → [−1,1] . (2)
In the case of classification schemes of more than two classes
it is typical to decompose the problem into multiple binary
problems. The final classification result combines partial out-
comes of binary classifiers by a ranking method. This conven-
tional way, however, ignores any new/outlying data that do not
belong to the considered classes. Without any freedom, the al-
gorithm is forced to classify a source as one of the predefined
classes, even if it does not fit to any presented category, for ex-
ample objects that do not occur in an optical-based training
sample but are detected in the IR.
To tackle the problem of novel data detection it is possi-
ble to modify the standard supervised classification scheme to
one-class classification. Here, the main class composed of nor-
mal/expected data points will be detected separately from all
the other data points. In the usual approach to novelty detec-
tion it is assumed that the normal class is well sampled, while
the outlying class is undersampled. A model of normality N (θ)
(not to be confused with normal distribution), where θ is a
free parameter of the model, is deduced and used to assign
the novelty scores n(x) to the previously unseen data x. In this
sense, increasing scores can be understood as increasing de-
viation of the points from the normality model. We define the
normality threshold as z(x)= k in a way that an example x will
be classified as normal if z(x)≤ k or as deviant in the opposite
case. Therefore z(x)= k defines the decision boundary. In this
way the possibility of misclassification of the objects missing
in the training sample is very low, as they will occur simply as
deviations from normal.
To search for anomalies within the AllWISE data we
have chosen to use a semi-supervised method belonging to
knowledge-based algorithms (e.g. Schölkopf et al. 2000) – the
support vector machines – as these approaches focus on cre-
ating the decision boundary to contain the normal datapoints
and are sensitive to outliers in both the training and test set.
On the other hand, they do not depend on the distribution
of the data within the training set; however, knowledge-based
approaches to novelty detection have one drawback: complex-
ity associated with the computational time of kernel func-
tions (see Sec. 3.1). Nevertheless, present-day technology cou-
pled with parallelised computational capabilities significantly
shortens the proper kernel choice for a given dataset and cor-
responding calculations.
There are also several other algorithms for novelty detec-
tion, such as reconstruction-based techniques such as neural
networks (e.g. Hawkins et al. 2002; Markou & Singh 2003) or
subspace-based methods (e.g. Jolliffe 2002; Hoffmann 2007)
that model the underlying data and reconstruct an error de-
fined as a distance between the test vector and output of the
system, which is then translated to a novelty score. However,
even though reconstruction methods offer a flexible way to
deal with high dimensionality of the data, they require a pre-
definition of parameters to define the structure of the model,
which leads to two basic problems; the first is the selection of
the most effective training method to enable the integration
of new units into the existing structure and the second is the
need to add a priori information about the saturation point
(when no more new units can be added).
Another large family of novelty detection techniques
are distance-based approaches, which do not require any
a priori knowledge about the data distribution, like near-
est neighbour-based techniques (e.g. Hautamaki et al. 2004;
Angiulli et al. 2009) or clustering-based techniques (e.g. Yang
& Wang 2003; Basu et al. 2004). However, they require a defi-
nition of distance metrics to establish similarity between data
points, which becomes an increasingly persisting problem es-
pecially when dealing with high dimensionality of the parame-
ter space (e.g. Kriegel et al. 2009) as distance measures in many
dimensions lose ability to differentiate between normal and
outlying data points. Moreover, these methods lack the flexi-
bility of parameter tuning, making the methods unsuitable for
full automation.
Owing to the above reasons, we chose to use support vec-
tor machines for our study; a detailed description of our ap-
proach follows.
3.1. Support vector machines
Support vector machines is one of most commonly used con-
ventional classification algorithms in astronomy. The idea
of SVM is based on structural risk minimization (Vapnik &
Chervonenkis 1974). For many applications SVM have shown
better performance and accuracy than other learning ma-
chines and have been used in many branches of astrophysics
to solve classification problems and build catalogues (e.g.
Beaumont et al. 2011; Fadely et al. 2012; Małek et al. 2013;
Solarz et al. 2015; Kovács & Szapudi 2015; Heinis et al. 2016;
Marton et al. 2016; Kurcz et al. 2016; Krakowski et al. 2016).
Support vector machines maps input points onto a high-
dimensional feature space and finds a hyperplane separating
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two or more classes with as large a margin as possible between
points belonging to each category in this space. Then the solu-
tion of the best hyperplane is composed of input points laying
on the boundary called support vectors (SVs).
Here we outline the basis of the SVM theory in application
to classification schemes. Training of an SVM algorithm starts
with having a set of observations with labels (y1,x1), ..., (yl ,xl),
where xi ∈ RN belongs to one of two classes and has a label
yi ∈ {−1,1} for i = 1, ...l . Each point should contain a vector of
features, characteristic values which describe it. Then the al-
gorithm maps each vector from the input space X onto a fea-
ture space H using a non-linear function Φ : X → H . The de-
sired separation plane w ·z+b = 0 is defined by the pair (w,b)
in such a way that each point xi is separated according to a
decision function
f (xi)= sg n(w ·zi+b), (3)
where w ∈ H and b ∈ R. In principle, it is not the explicit
knowledge of the mapping function Φ that is needed, but the
dot product of the transformed points 〈Φ(xi ),Φ(x j )〉 (Cortes &
Vapnik 1995). Therefore, instead of working with Φ it is possi-
ble to work with K : X × X → R, where K takes two points as
input and returns a real value representing 〈Φ(xi ),Φ(x j )〉. The
only condition is that Φ exists if and only if K (called kernel)
is positive definite (satisfies Mercer’s condition; Mercer 1909).
Therefore, any function which meets this criterion can be a
kernel function. The most commonly featured kernel func-
tions are linear, sigmoid, radial basis, and polynomial, which
we describe in more detail in Section 3.3.
3.2. One-class SVM reformulation
Schölkopf et al. (2000) introduced an extension of the SVM
methodology to pattern recognition as an open set problem.
Unlike the traditional SVM algorithm, which is designed to dif-
ferentiate between classes contained within a given set, one-
class SVM (hereafter OCSVM) recognizes patterns in a much
larger space of classes, unseen in training but which occur in
testing. For that purpose, in the absence of a second class in
the training data, the algorithm defines an ‘origin’ by map-
ping feature vectors onto a feature space through an appropri-
ate kernel function and then separates them by a hyperplane
with a maximum margin with respect to the origin. The result-
ing discriminant function is trained to assign positive values
in the region surrounding the majority of the training points
and negative elsewhere. Hyperplane parameters are derived
by solving a quadratic programming problem
minimize
(
1
2
w ·w+ 1
νl
l∑
i=1
ξi −ρ
)
(4)
subject to
(w ·Φ(xi ))≥ ρ−ξi ; i = 1,2, ..., l ; ξi ≥ 0 , (5)
where w and ρ are parameters of the separation hyperplane,Φ
is the mapping function of the input parameter space to a fea-
ture space, ν is the asymptotic fraction of outliers (anomalies)
allowed, l is the number of training points, and ξ is a slack vari-
able which penalizes misclassifications. The decision function
f (x) = sg n(w ·Φ(x)− ρ) determines point labels (e.g. +1 for
known instances and -1 for novel points). A schematic idea be-
hind OCSVM is shown in Fig. 4.
In this approach the parameter ν is interpreted as the
asymptotic fraction of data labelled as outliers. The choice of
the outlier fraction ν implies that the knowledge about the fre-
quency of appearance of novel points is known a priori (e.g.
Manevitz & Yousef 2007). Otherwise, the value has to be tuned
as a free parameter together with other unknowns. It is worth
noting that domain-based approaches, such as this one, regu-
late the position of the novelty boundary using only those data
with the closest proximity to it and that the properties of the
distribution of data in the training set have no influence on
this process (e.g. Tax & Duin 1999; Le et al. 2010, 2011; Liu et al.
2011). The only drawback of the presented method is the com-
plexity associated with the choice and computation of the ker-
nel functions. Moreover, the parameters controlling the size of
the boundary area should be properly adjusted, increasing the
computational time (e.g. Tax & Duin 2004). In this work we use
theR (R Core Team 2013)6 implementation of SVM included in
the e1071 package (Meyer et al. 2015), which provides an in-
terface to libsvm. We use doParallel7 and caret8 packages
to parallelize the computations
3.3. Classification scheme
To make a selection of outlying data it is crucial to create the
best-suited classifier for a given dataset. In our application,
the classifier is trained on sources with spectroscopic mea-
surements in the SDSS database treated as a single class, and
present also in the AllWISE catalogue. For this purpose we in-
clude all sources from the AllWISE×SDSS cross-match in the
training sample. Unlike in the case of classical SVM, the im-
balance of the training set has no influence on the OCSVM
training, as we create only one known class. The quantity and
ratios of specific classes are not an issue here. For that reason
OCSVM can also be treated as an alternative approach to deal-
ing with imbalanced datasets which offers no information loss
during training (e.g. Batuwita & Palade 2013). With the training
sample selected, the algorithm has to be trained to recognise
the normal patterns, which in the case of OCSVM means find-
ing the best-suited volume encompassing the training points,
which will later be used as a decision boundary between what
the algorithm finds as normal and deviating patterns. This
procedure involves searching for the most appropriate kernel
function, which governs the topology of the surface enclosing
the training sample. To ensure the best performance of the al-
gorithm it is necessary to choose an appropriate kernel func-
tion for the given training set and to find its meta-parameters
to train the novelty detector which will best suit the input data.
As no two datasets are the same, it is natural that there is no
universal kernel function optimal for each classification prob-
lem. This makes testing several functions a vital step in any
kernel-based machine learning process (Sangeetha & Kalpana
2010).
In this study we test four basic shapes of kernel func-
tions in the application of the novelty detection to the AllWISE
dataset
i) linear kernel: uT v ,
ii) sigmoid kernel: tanh(γuT v +C ),
iii) radial basis kernel: exp
(−γ||u− v ||2),
iv) polynomial kernel: (γuT v +C )d ,
6 http://www.R-project.org
7 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
doParallel/index.html
8 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/caret/
index.html
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Figure4. Schematic representation of OCSVM using an example of the default radial basis kernel. The presented case of classification shows
the tightest decision boundary which envelopes the known data (red circle) which can be treated as finding a separating hyperplane in the
traditional SVM sense (green line). Unknown objects fall outside the sphere and are marked as outliers.
where u and v are vectors in the input space, || · ||2 is the
squared Euclidean distance between the two feature vectors, γ
is a scaling parameter, d is the degree of the polynomial func-
tion, and C is a constant. These meta-parameters need to be
tuned for each given dataset; an exception is the linear kernel
which does not have any free parameters.
Taking into account all the above points, the following
steps need to be applied for each considered kernel function
in order to determine the best-fitting topology of the separa-
tion hypersurface for any dataset:
1. Division of the training set:
The full training set is divided into two subsets, where one
is used for the actual training and the other is used as a
validation subset to verify the accuracy of the created hy-
persurface against sources with known class which were
not used by the algorithm to find the model. We create the
training set out of a random 99% of known objects; the val-
idation set contains the remaining 1% of known sources.
The percentage left for validation is small but sufficient to
verify whether the classifier works well on previously un-
seen data.
2. Wide grid search:
Training a classifier means finding the best set of
kernel function meta-parameters. They are determined
by searching through a loosely spaced grid of meta-
parameter values describing each kernel (e.g. d , γ, and C
in the case of the polynomial kernel) and the ν parameter
specifying the expected outlier fraction.
3. Estimation of training accuracy:
For each tested combination of meta-parameters we count
how many times an object with known nature was cor-
rectly classified by the OCSVM (true positive; TP) and how
many times a known object was classified as an outlier
(false negative; FN). Based on these counts accuracy is cal-
culated as acctr ai n = T P/(T P +F N ). Moreover, we count
the number of SVs used to find the decision boundary. The
fewer the points treated as SVs, the better: when the data
is well-structured only a small number of SVs are used; all
the remaining training points will not be used in the cal-
culation of the final boundary. High numbers of SVs mean
that the topology of the surface is complex, and that the
data cannot be easily contained within the boundary.
4. Estimation of validation accuracy:
The algorithm, trained in the previous step, with its best-
Table 2. Input parameter ranges for the grid search for the kernels
tested in Sec. 4 (see text for details).
Kernel ν γ C d
linear 0.0001-0.69 - - -
radial 0.0001-0.69 0.001–10000 - -
sigmoidal 0.0001-0.69 0.001–10000 0–4 -
polynomial 0.0001-0.69 0.001–10000 0-4 2-3
suited meta-parameters of its kernel, is applied to classify
the validation set. Thanks to the knowledge of the true la-
bels of this set it is possible to verify how well the trained
algorithm is working on previously unseen data by calcu-
lating accval i d = T P/(T P +F N ) and therefore to estimate
how well it will work on truly unknown data. As above, the
number of SVs is also taken into account here.
5. Fine-tuning of grid search:
We tighten the grid search around the best values from
the wide grid to fine-tune the meta-parameter choice
for the best performance (by repetitive measurements of
acctr ai n , accval i d ).
The search for the free parameters of each kernel is done
within reasonable expected ranges. To find these ranges we
follow the scheme of Chapelle & Zien (2005), where it is first
necessary to fix initial values for each set of parameters which
will provide the most reliable orders of magnitude. In the case
of the one-class problem we use the median of pairwise dis-
tances of all training points as the default for γ. The default for
ν is taken as the inverse of the empirical variance s2 in the fea-
ture space calculated as s2 = 1nΣi Ki i − 1n2Σi , j Ki , j from an n×n
kernel matrix K . For the degree of the polynomial we consider
only two possible values, 2 and 3, as higher degrees would cre-
ate a boundary whose topology is too complex, which would
result in overfitting the model. Then we use multiples (10k for
k ∈ {−3, ...,3}) of the default values as the grid search range.
After pinpointing the best set of parameters for each ker-
nel function we perform fine-tuning of the grid search, where
we search the grid around those best parameters with a much
smaller step (multiples of 2k ). However, we find that the max-
ima of the performance around the most optimal parameters
found on the sparser grid are very broad and the fine-tuning
of the grid does not improve the performance of the classifier.
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Table 3. Performance of the kernel functions tested in the training of
the OCSVM algorithm.
Kernel best parameters NSV acctr ai n accval i d
ν γ C d
linear 0.1 - - - 892 27.02% 31.33%
sigmoid 0.001 1 0 - 125 99.99% 98.80%
radial 0.001 0.1 - - 48 99.99% 99.98%
poly 0.005 100 0 3 53 97.87% 96.66%
Figure5. Sky positions of all the objects classified as unknown in the
application of the OCSVM anomaly detector to the AllWISE catalogue
(642 353 sources), shown in Galactic coordinates.
Ranges of searched parameter values for each kernel are sum-
marized in Table 2.
Upon finalization of the training and verifying that the
classifier performs on a satisfactory level, it is applied to the
AllWISE target data to search for true outlying objects.
4. Results of OCSVM application to AllWISE data
In this section we present the results of applying the OCSVM
algorithm to the AllWISE catalogue. Following the discussion
presented in the previous section, we started by determining
the most appropriate kernel for this training set. We found that
in this case the preferred kernel function is radial-based with
optimal parameters γ = 0.1 and ν = 0.001 as it provides the
highest training and validation accuracies and is characterized
by the smallest number of SVs. The optimal parameters and
training/validation performance of all four tested kernels are
summarised in Table 3.
Having determined the proper kernel, we trained the
OCSVM anomaly detector on the AllWISE×SDSS training set,
and subsequently applied it to AllWISE data preselected as de-
scribed in Sec. 2. As a result, we obtained a sample of 642,353
sources classified as unknown by the algorithm. We show their
sky distribution in Fig. 5; as is obvious from the plot, the vast
majority of the sources is located within the Galactic Plane and
Bulge (90% are within |bGal| < 15◦) and in other confusion ar-
eas: Magellanic Clouds, Galactic dust clouds, and even M31
and M33. This is to be expected as the 6" spatial resolution of
the WISE satellite leads to severe blending in areas of high pro-
jected density, which in turn results in anomalous (spurious)
photometric properties of these blended objects. However, as
discussed below, except for such artefacts, our anomaly detec-
tor also flagged a considerable number of genuine sources of
astrophysical interest.
Table 4. Number of sources identified as anomalies by the OCSVM
algorithm, further divided according to the W 1−W 2 colour cuts.
colour cut Nob j
W 1−W 2< 0 575 598
0≤W 1−W 2< 0.8 26 990
W 1−W 2≥ 0.8 39 940
To gain insight into the nature of these anomalies, we
started by looking at their WISE colours. It is important to
note that the OCSVM algorithm itself does not provide any
means of discriminating various populations among the out-
liers. Relying on the colours to identify the groups in the re-
sultant anomalies is the most basic approach. It is possible
to refine this task by employing clustering algorithms (e.g.
Han et al. 2011) which could find different classes within the
outlier group. For the bright sources the problem can also
be approached by using passband images directly (e.g. Hoyle
2016), but the speed of data processing would significantly de-
crease. However, in this work we restrict ourselves to a first
look at the anomalies, and we mostly use a single WISE colour,
W 1−W 2, for that. In Fig. 6 we present their W 1−W 2 distri-
bution and compare it to the training set, divided according
to SDSS source classes (stars, galaxies, quasars). We observe
multi-modal behaviour of this colour for the detected anoma-
lies, with three peaks at W 1−W 2 ∼ −1, ∼ −0.5, and ∼ 1.7.
The peaks are separated by minima at W 1−W 2 = −0.65 and
at ∼ 0.8. It is interesting to note that the latter is the same as
the WISE active galactic nuclei (AGN) separation criterion first
proposed by Stern et al. (2012); we discuss these red sources in
more detail in Sec. 4.2. The total number of sources contained
in each considered group is shown in Table 4.
This division into roughly three groups is also confirmed
in the CC diagram where the W 2−W 3 WISE colour is used as
the second dimension (Fig. 7). To construct this diagram we
used only those sources which had positive signal-to-noise ra-
tio in the W 3 band, which is 38% of the full anomaly sample.
In addition, for objects with 0 < w3snr < 2, which have only
W 3 upper limits in the WISE database, we applied the correc-
tion of +0.75 mag as discussed in the Appendix of Krakowski
et al. (2016). This CC diagram gives indications of the nature
of the detected anomalies: according to fig. 26 in Jarrett et al.
(2011) or fig. 5 in Cluver et al. (2014), stars concentrate around
W 1−W 2'W 2−W 3' 0, elliptical galaxies have W 1−W 2& 0,
and 0.5<W 2−W 3< 1.5 while spirals span 0<W 1−W 2< 0.5
and 1<W 2−W 3< 4.5; quasars are much redder in W 1−W 2
than most of inactive galaxies while their W 2−W 3 is simi-
lar to that of some spirals. There are also some more specific
sources located on that diagram, such as (U)LIRGs or brown
dwarfs, but here we will restrict ourselves to the basic three
classes (stars, galaxies, and quasars) in our basic division of
the anomalies. Compared with the theoretical W 1−W 2 vs.
W 2−W 3 diagram, we see that the upper cloud of our anoma-
lies is located roughly at the (obscured) AGN locus, while the
two lower ones do not seem to be consistent with any normal
sources in this plane.
Below we discuss in more detail the possible nature of
these three groups of sources. We reiterate that as most of
the detected anomalies do not have measurements in the
W 3 band, the distinction will be made only based on their
W 1−W 2 colour.
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Figure6. Distributions of the W 1−W 2 colour for AllWISE anoma-
lies found in this work (solid black) compared with known sources
from AllWISE×SDSS used to train the OCSVM algorithm. Galaxies
(1 827 241 objects) are marked by blue dashed lines; stars (298 269
objects) by orange dotted lines; and quasars (141 494 objects) by ma-
genta dot-dashed lines. Vertical lines mark the colour cuts applied to
the OCSVM anomaly sample dividing it into four possible subgroups.
4.1. Anomalies with extremely low W 1−W 2 colour:
photometric artefacts
We begin our detailed investigation into the nature of the de-
tected anomalies by looking at those with extremely low W 1−
W 2<−0.65. This is the majority (55%) of the outliers found by
OCSVM. Their sky distribution (Fig. 8), and the fact that they
have such an extremely blue and unphysical W 1−W 2 colour,
is a clear indication that these are sources with spurious pho-
tometry due to blending. In what follows we will not deal with
these objects further. We note, however, that their identifica-
tion by our anomaly detector is evidence of its successful op-
eration.
Even after removing the W 1−W 2 < −0.65 artefacts, there
is still a significant fraction of sources with a very negative and
most likely non-physical W 1−W 2 colour (cf. Fig. 6). Almost
all such sources are confined to the Galactic plane and bulge;
to inspect whether they have indeed spurious photometry, we
checked their properties in GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al. 2003),9
a Spitzer survey covering the inner Galactic Plane and Bulge
within |bGal| < 5◦ & |lGal| < 65◦. As filter coverage of Spitzer
IRAC I 1 (centred at 3.6 µm) and IRAC I 2 (centred at 4.5 µm)
are very comparable to WISE W 1 and W 2, respectively (Jarrett
et al. 2011), this is an adequate test to confront corresponding
flux measurements from the GLIMPSE catalogue with those of
the OCSVM AllWISE anomalies.
Our sample of outliers with 0 > W 1−W 2 > −0.65 has al-
most 17 000 counterparts in GLIMPSE within a 3" matching ra-
dius. By comparing the IRAC I 1 & I 2 vs. WISE W 1 & W 2 mea-
surements, we found that for the shorter-wavelength chan-
nels the IRAC and WISE magnitudes match very well, while
in the case of I 2 vs. W 2 comparison there is a clear discrep-
ancy: WISE measurements in this band significantly underes-
timate the fluxes with respect to IRAC. What is more, this bias
increases with decreasing W 1−W 2 colour (Fig. 9). Sources
with 0 > W 1−W 2 > −0.65, however, could hide a fraction
9 We used GLIMPSEII 2.1 Data Release, http://www.astro.
wisc.edu/glimpse/glimpse2_dataprod_v2.1.pdf.
of real sources of astronomical interest as objects with mod-
erately negative W 1−W 2 colours have been reported (e.g.
Banerji et al. 2013; Jarrett et al. 2017). Current parameter space
does not allow for a proper distinction between the real and
spurious sources within this anomaly group; only a more in-
depth analysis with clustering algorithms could reveal more
insight on that matter. As this task is beyond the scope of this
work, in the present approach we restrict ourselves to treat
all anomalies with W 1−W 2 < 0 either as having spurious
W 2 photometry or as problematic, and we also remove them
from further examinations. This cut only affects confusion ar-
eas (Galaxy, Magellanic Clouds) and significantly purifies the
anomaly dataset.
4.2. Anomalies with W 1−W 2> 0.8: AGN/quasar candidates
We now turn our attention to the group of sources with W 1−
W 2 > 0.8, which clearly stand out in the CC diagram (Fig. 7);
there are almost 40,000 such anomalies in our sample. As
already mentioned, their location in this diagram is consis-
tent with them being AGN/QSO, i.e. high-redshift extragalac-
tic sources. There are several lines of evidence supporting this
hypothesis.
First of all, these sources are very uniformly distributed
over the entire sky (Fig. 10), and are preferentially located out-
side the Galactic Bulge, except for some at the Galactic equa-
tor (5,200 within |bGal| < 3◦) which must be artefacts of WISE
blending in a similar way as the very low W 1−W 2 sources of
Sec. 4.1. Secondly, these anomalies are mostly faint: their W 1
counts peak at the limit of the catalogue used here, W 1 = 16
(see Fig. 11). Furthermore, almost all of them (over 95%) have
WISE detections in the W 3 channel (w3snr > 0). We reiter-
ate that this channel was not used in the source preselection
procedure; thus, as its sensitivity in WISE is much lower than
that of the two shorter-wavelength bandpasses, this indicates
that these sources are intrinsically bright at (observed) 12 µm.
As we can quite safely exclude the situation in which stellar
light would be redshifted to this channel (one would need
z > 2, which for W 1 < 16 would mean intrinsic brightness of
∼ −30 mag or brighter at rest-frame λ ∼ 1 µm), this points
to emission from dust as 12 µm observations are sensitive to
warm dust radiation (e.g. Sauvage et al. 2005) and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon emission lines (PAH, e.g. Brandl et al.
2006) at redshifts lower than 2. On the other hand, a cross-
match with the all-sky 2MASS data (Skrutskie et al. 2006) gave
only 1500 sources, most of which in its Point Source Catalogue
(PSC) and just a handful (45) are extended (in 2MASS XSC,
Jarrett et al. 2000). This shows that most of our QSO candidates
are not in the local volume, as 2MASS provides a very complete
census of the local Universe (Bilicki et al. 2014; Rahman et al.
2016).
Further insight into the nature of these objects is gained by
checking for their presence and properties in the SDSS pho-
tometric catalogue10. For training we used only sources with
SDSS spectroscopy, while the general photometric dataset
from Sloan is obviously much larger and more complete at a
price of much more limited information on the real nature of
the detected sources. By cross-matching with SDSS photomet-
ric, we found about 7000 of our AGN candidates to have coun-
terparts there within a matching radius of 1". About 3000 of
them are also present in the SDSS DR12 photometric redshift
catalogue of Beck et al. (2016), which contains SDSS-resolved
10 Avaliable at http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr13
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Figure7. Left panel: WISE colour-colour (W 1−W 2 vs. W 2−W 3) diagram for the sources identified by OCSVM as outliers in AllWISE. The
plot shows only sources detected in the W 3 band (188 496 objects comprising 38% of all the anomalies). The grey scale marks the density of
displayed points in linear bins. Right panel: W 1−W 2 vs. W 2−W 3 diagram for AllWISE×SDSS sources used for OCSVM training. We note the
different ranges of the axes in the two panels.
Figure8. Sky distribution of AllWISE anomalous sources with W 1−
W 2<−0.65 (354 301 objects) shown in Galactic coordinates.
galaxies up to z = 1 – and these matched objects have mean
〈z〉 ∼ 0.5. By extrapolating to the full extragalactic sky, this ex-
ercise suggests that about 40% of these anomalies would have
no optical counterpart in an SDSS-depth all-sky catalogue if
one existed. On the other hand, about 25% of these AGN can-
didates seem to be residing in optically resolved galaxies at
z < 1.
According to studies of AGNs identified in both WISE and
SDSS (e.g. Yan et al. 2013; Donoso et al. 2014), the combined
optical-MIR r−W 2 colour can be used as a diagnostic to differ-
entiate between unobscured/type-1 and dust-obscured/type-
2 AGN/QSO candidates, the division being r −W 2 ∼ 6 (both
Vega). We have thus checked the behaviour of this colour in
our sample of anomalies with W 1−W 2 > 0.8 also present in
SDSS. Indeed, we observe bimodality in the r−W 2 colour with
the division roughly at r −W 2∼ 6 (Fig. 12); a similar bimodal-
ity is also present in the distribution of the r −W 1 colour. This
suggests that the OCSVM selects both types of AGN popula-
tions, although we emphasise that their W 1−W 2 colour is in
most cases much redder than for the AllWISE×SDSS spectro-
scopic QSOs, used as part of the training (Fig. 13).
In the next step we compared our findings with other
WISE-based QSO candidate selections. We will limit ourselves
to those works which presented all-sky WISE data in this
Figure9. Difference between Spitzer IRAC I 2 and WISE W 2 magni-
tudes for the anomalous sources with W 1−W 2 < −0.65 (354 301
sources) as a function of the WISE W 1−W 2 colour. The I 2 measure-
ments were taken from the GLIMPSE survey of the Galactic Plane.
Contours mark the density of the displayed points in linear bins.
context, namely Secrest et al. (2015) and Kurcz et al. (2016).
The OCSVM-selected QSO candidates have much redder IR
colours than the QSO candidates of Kurcz et al. (2016), but
also redder than the quasars in the SDSS-based training sam-
ple used both here and in that paper (cf. Fig. 13). In addition,
they do not show the anomalous sky distribution present in
Kurcz et al. (2016) (non-uniform distribution on the sky with
somewhat larger surface density close to the ecliptic than at
the ecliptic poles). There are over 22 000 common sources be-
tween the OCSVM-QSO sample and the Kurcz et al. (2016)
AllWISE QSO candidate one, and the common sources have
W 1−W 2 < 1.8. Beyond those values, however, OCSVM se-
lects much redder QSO candidates, missed by the classical ap-
proach of source classification: in Kurcz et al. (2016) the very
high W 1−W 2 objects were assigned to random classes and
had roughly equal probabilities of belonging to any of them.
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Figure10. Sky distribution of AllWISE anomalous sources with W 1−
W 2≥ 0.8 (39 940 objects).
Figure11. W 1 magnitude distributions for the three main types of
anomalies identified by OCSVM in AllWISE: with W 1 −W 2 < 0,
solid black (575 423 sources); with 0 ≤ W 1−W 2 < 0.8, orange dot-
ted (26 990 sources); with W 1 −W 2 ≥ 0.8, blue dashed (39 940
sources), compared with the known sources from AllWISE×SDSS
used to train the OCSVM algorithm: galaxies, magenta dot-dashed
(1 827 241 sources); stars, red dashed (298 269 sources); and quasars,
cyan triple-dot-dashed (141 494 sources).
Finally, we compared the results of the OCSVM QSO se-
lection with the publicly available AllWISEAGN catalogue
(Secrest et al. 2015) containing over 1.4 million AGN can-
didates extracted from AllWISE following the formulae of
Mateos et al. (2012). In addition to another method of
AGN/QSO selection – colour-based vs. automated – the
AllWISEAGN sample also uses different preselection criteria
to ours. Namely, Secrest et al. (2015) required all their sources
to have S/N ≥ 5 in all the first three WISE channels, while
we do not use the W 3 band for selection or classification. We
note that due to AllWISE observational limitations, the 12 µm
S/N requirement of Secrest et al. (2015) leads to very non-
uniform sky coverage of their AGN candidates, varying over
an order magnitude in surface density on different patches
of the sky (Figs. 1 & 2 therein); no such issues are evident
in our sample except for the Galactic equator area. On the
other hand, our QSO candidate sample is much shallower
than the AllWISEAGN one because of our requirements of
W 1 < 16 and W 2 < 16, while no such cuts were applied in
Secrest et al. (2015); the latter sample thus reaches formally
to the full depth of AllWISE (modulo the additional W 3 pre-
selection), which is W 1 ∼ 17 on most of the sky, and over
Figure12. Histogram of the r −W 2 colour for the AGN candidates
identified by OCSVM which have a counterpart in the SDSS photo-
metric catalogue (7 053 sources). The vertical line marks the division
between obscured and unobscured AGNs according to Donoso et al.
(2014). The SDSS r -band magnitudes were converted to the Vega sys-
tem following Blanton & Roweis (2007).
Figure13. Histograms of the W 1−W 2 colour for quasars and quasar
candidates from the following datasets: AllWISE paired up with
SDSS DR13 spectroscopic (dotted orange; 141 494 sources; SDSS
Collaboration et al. 2016); AllWISE OCSVM AGN candidates (black
solid line; 39 940 sources; this paper); AllWISE SVM AGN selection
(magenta dot-dashed; 4 443 962 sources; Kurcz et al. 2016); and
AllWISEAGN (blue dashed; 1 354 775 sources; Secrest et al. 2015).
W 1= 18 by the ecliptic poles (Jarrett et al. 2011). There are over
25 000 common sources between our QSO candidate dataset
and AllWISEAGN, which means that almost 30% of our sample
outside the Galaxy was not identified by Secrest et al. (2015) as
AGN candidates. Taking into account that our dataset is one
magnitude shallower than AllWISEAGN, we expect that apply-
ing our method at the full depth of AllWISE will bring of the
order of 100 000 more QSO candidates not contained in the
Secrest et al. (2015) sample and uniformly distributed over the
sky. We plan to work on such a selection in the near future.
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Figure14. Sky distribution of AllWISE anomalous sources with 0 ≤
W 1−W 2< 0.8 (26 990 objects).
4.3. Anomalies with intermediate W 1−W 2 colour: mixture
of stars and compact galaxies
We find approximately 27 000 anomalous sources with inter-
mediate W 1−W 2 colours (0 ≤ W 1−W 2 < 0.8), mostly lo-
cated at low Galactic latitudes but outside the Bulge area, ex-
cept for a small fraction by the Galactic Centre which again
are supposedly photometric artefacts (Fig. 14). Interestingly,
there is an enhancement in surface density of these outliers
also by the Galactic Anticentre. Only 14% of them are located
at |bGal| > 30◦, i.e. on half of the sky. Regarding their photomet-
ric properties in WISE, these sources are mostly faint, peaking
at the limit of the catalogue, W 1= 16. About half of them have
W 3 detections, which is very different from the AGN candidate
case from the previous section. Moreover, they appear to be
very compact, having w1mag13 values below 0.1. This causes
their anomalous behaviour for the algorithm, as practically no
sources in the training sample have this property (cf. Fig. 1).
Similarly to what was done in Sec. 4.2, we paired up this
sample with external datasets. Unlike in that case, here almost
exactly a half of them have counterparts in 2MASS PSC, and
the sky distribution of the matches roughly follows that of this
anomaly sample. Except for a handful of real artefacts from the
Galactic Bulge, all these objects are faint in the J HKs bands.
On the other hand, exactly none (0) of these anomalies have a
counterpart in 2MASS XSC. Altogether, this means that except
for obvious artefacts, these sources are either stars or compact
galaxies unresolved by 2MASS.
Further evidence that they are a mixture of these two
source types comes from a cross-match with the SDSS pho-
tometric catalogue. Here we find only ∼ 4500 matches, partly
because this outlier dataset overlaps with SDSS footprint only
to small extent, with practically no anomalies in the north
Galactic cap where the SDSS coverage is the best. As shown
in Prakash et al. (2015), a combination of optical r i bands and
WISE W 1 can be used for an efficient separation of stars from
galaxies (see also DESI Collaboration et al. 2016 for a similar
separation using the z band rather than i ). We indeed observe
such a division in our anomaly sample, as shown in Fig. 15;
magnitudes are in the AB system for a straightforward com-
parison with the SDSS and DESI studies. Colour-coding by
SDSS morphological classification (blue=stars; red=galaxies)
confirms the two-class nature of the part of the anomaly
sample which has SDSS counterparts. The galaxies from this
anomaly subset matched with SDSS (1 500) are also present
in the SDSS DR12 photometric redshift catalogue (Beck et al.
2016) and their redshift distribution is slightly shifted towards
smaller redshifts than the SDSS DR12 sample.
Figure15. Optical-infrared colour-colour diagram for sources in the
AllWISE anomaly sample with intermediate 0 ≤ W 1−W 2 < 0.8 and
also present in the SDSS photometric dataset. Blue and red dots are
respectively stars and galaxies according to SDSS morphological clas-
sification. All magnitudes are here AB; WISE W 1 was converted fol-
lowing Jarrett et al. (2011).
Based on the above considerations, we conclude that the
AllWISE anomalies identified by OCSVM with 0 ≤W 1−W 2 <
0.8 colour are a mixture of stars (probably dominating), com-
pact galaxies outside the local volume, and a handful of actual
artefacts. However, only with the addition of optical photom-
etry does the distinction between stars and galaxies become
more straightforward. To distinguish between stars and galax-
ies without resorting to optical measurements, i.e. based on
WISE data alone, proper motion measurements could possi-
bly be used. We note that Kurcz et al. (2016) made an attempt
to use proper motions as a discriminating parameter for auto-
mated source classification in AllWISE data, but no improve-
ment was found after adding them, and actually the accuracy
of the classifier was decreasing. This effect can be attributed
to the fact that the WISE proper motions are not yet accurate
enough to be used in source classification; they are reliable
only for a small subset of WISE with high signal-to-noise ra-
tio (Kirkpatrick et al. 2014, 2016). In future WISE data releases
(Faherty et al. 2015; Meisner et al. 2017a,b) and in planned sur-
veys like LSST, proper motions should become an important
parameter to be used in classification schemes.
5. Summary and future prospects
In this work we demonstrated the power of automatic semi-
supervised outlier detection, based on one-class reformula-
tion of the SVM algorithm, and applied it to the WISE survey.
By design the algorithm creates a model of standard patterns
and relations in the data through training on a set of known
objects. Then, data from a target set can be fitted to the model
of normality and classified as either known or unknown.
The most relevant feature of the OCSVM algorithm is its
ability to detect real outliers among the sources in the given
dataset. In the present application to AllWISE, we found three
main groups of such anomalies. The first group contains ac-
tual photometric artefacts located in areas of high surface den-
sity which have underestimated fluxes at 4.6 µm, most likely
due to blending, and thus unphysical mid-IR colours. The
second group includes real astrophysical objects, whose na-
ture is consistent with that of a dusty AGN population. Their
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main outlying property is their very red mid-IR colour, which
caused these sources to become unclassifiable in the classical
approaches to automated AllWISE object divisions. The third
group of anomalous sources are a mix of IR-bright stars and
compact galaxies, underrepresented in the optically selected
training set.
By adding these so far missing sources specific to mid-
IR selection but not present in optically driven training sets,
automated source separation in AllWISE data should provide
more reliable results that was possible with the classical SVM
approach presented in Kurcz et al. (2016). For the best per-
formance of the SVM-based automated source classification
it would be advisable to apply a novelty detection on the
data before the traditional classification is conducted. This ap-
proach should ensure that the training sample includes a suffi-
cient number of object types contained within the survey and
should bring insight into how well the training sample built
from another survey can represent the data to be classified.
The OCSVM algorithm can be used not only as an outlier
detector, but also as a means of testing the adequacy of train-
ing samples for fully supervised classification methods. When
a pattern in the data does not match any of the previously
learned templates, a standard supervised classifier will assign
the membership to a randomly chosen class. The versatility
of the OCSVM algorithm to deal with outlying and otherwise
unclassifiable data should be taken advantage of by using it
as a primary step to create reliable training samples as well
as to provide insight into what types of objects the supervisor
should expect to find.
In a more remote future, algorithms such as OCSVM
should prove essential in the efficient search for novel, unex-
pected, or just rare objects in the ever growing volume of data
collected by planned surveys like SPICA, SKA, or LSST.
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